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Introduction. What is IDEArq? 




1 – Proyecto CONSOLIDER INGENIO 2010 "Investigación en tecnologías para la valoración y 












Radiocarbon Date Archive for Andorra, Portugal and peninsular Spain 
Antonio Gilman 
(California State University-Northridge, EE.UU). 
Bibliographic revision 
Rocasolano Radiocarbon Archive 
CSIC 
(Antonio Rubinos Pérez) 
http://www.idearqueologia.org/ 
Radiocarbon Date Archive for Andorra, Portugal and peninsular Spain 
Late Prehistory 







Corpus of Levantine Rock Art (CPRL) 
Corpus de Arte Rupestre Levantino (CARL) 
Cruz Berrocal, M.; Gil-Carles Esteban, J.M.; Gil Esteban, M. y Martínez Navarrete, M.I.  (2005): “Martín Almagro Basch, Fernando Gil 
Carles y El Corpus de Arte Rupestre Levantino”. Trabajos de Prehistoria 62(1): 27-45. 
Direction: 
Martín Almagro Basch  
Photographer: 




Corpus of Levantine Rock Art (CPRL) 
95 rock art sites 
Cruz Berrocal, M.; Gil-Carles Esteban, J.M.; Gil Esteban, M. y Martínez Navarrete, M.I.  (2005): “Martín Almagro Basch, Fernando Gil 
Carles y El Corpus de Arte Rupestre Levantino”. Trabajos de Prehistoria 62(1): 27-45. 
Corpus de Arte Rupestre Levantino (CARL) 
± 6500 documents 
http://www.idearqueologia.org/ 
Corpus of Levantine Rock Art (CPRL) 
Source: CPRL 
1973 
Author: José Latova 
1998 
La Saltadora (Les Coves de Vinromà, Castellón) 
http://www.idearqueologia.org/ 
Data Organization 
Cultural Heritage Application Schema 
Fernández Freire, C.; Parcero Oubiña, C. y Uriarte González, A. (eds.) (2014): A Data Model for Cultural Heritage within INSPIRE. 


























GIS analysis and 
geoprocesing 















Web Map Service 
Layers: idearq, idearq_c14, idearq_cprl 
Style: scale-limited to avoid pillage (+ coordinates rounded up to 1km.) 







Facing the future 
δimP: Isotopic dataset for the Iberian Peninsula 
Dataset for Iberian diet and mobility, is a geo-referenced database of isotopic 
values of strontium, oxygen, carbon and nitrogen obtained from human and 
animal remains recovered from archaeological contexts of the Iberian 
Peninsula. 
A first step towards a framework of scientific research data dissemination through SDI. 
Humanities and Social Science research share a common link with territory. 
Scientific Spatial Data Infrastructure 
Coming Datasets 
Archaeometallurgy 
Archaeometallurgical analysis on metal objects, ores and other objects 
related to metal production from the Chalcolithic to the Modern Age. 
IDEARQ 
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